ACLU Calls for Denial of Grades To Draft Boards

From Releases

The American Civil Liberties Union recommended on May 14 that draft boards "cease, on their own, to make available to Selective Service information about the student's rank in class." The Union, in a statement issued by the ACLU's Academic Freedom Committee, cited a six-month study indicating that the civil liberties impact of academic policies in higher education are far-reaching. The Committee's chairman is Professor Sumner S. Spaulding of the Political Science Department of the City College of New York.

A five-point statement, adopted by its Board of Directors upon the recommendation of the ACLU's Academic Freedom Committee, cited a six-month study indicating that the civil liberties impact of academic policies in higher education are far-reaching. The Committee's chairman is Professor Sumner S. Spaulding of the Political Science Department of the City College of New York.

In a five-point statement, the Union said that students' civil liberties are violated every time an institution of higher learning decides as a matter of educational policy to cease calculating a student's class rank, or to do so and not report such data to the Selective Service. The decision not to cooperate with Selective Service, the Union said, is not an institution's right to make educational decisions intimately affecting the academic process, the ACLU said.

Ranking

The civil liberties group's statement was issued amidst a growing concern of colleges and universities throughout the country that have been questioned about the soundness of using class rank to select students to sign "amnesty" or "exoneration" agreements.

Leading institutions that have recently announced that they are discontinuing the practice of ranking students include Columbia University, Waynes State University, Haverford College, and Reed College.

In a related area, the Union took cognizance of the fact that selective service boards have recently made unilateral decisions to give all their students A's or no grades in protest against their institution's policy of ranking students to sign Selective Service agreements. Commenting on this development, the ACLU maintained that, if an institution has a known policy of granting grades only on an academic and not on military grounds, it is in clear terms of employment, and if a teacher decides on his own not to give grades for reasons other than military, then it is not a matter of civil liberties concern.

While recognizing, therefore, that a teacher's action in refusing to give grades is not a violation of his right to remain on moral grounds and analogous to an act of civil disobedience, Hendel said that it would not vitiate the university's authority to make and enforce its regulations.

Rippe1 Fights GM; Builds "Volkswagen"
The recent change in the on-campus housing policy has pro-
voked storms of criticism. House members are mad. Their rage is not entirely directed at the balanced-budget administrators, though they condemn the Interhouse Committee for never in-
formally discussing the air-pollution and traffic problems before coming to an agreement. Moreover, this plan would re-
quire nobody to change his ways if he likes them as they are. Undergraduates have expressed their approval, some graduates have told of their abortive attempts but continuing desire to have meal contracts a la the Houses, and their inspiration has been the second annual ASCIT Talent Show.

In an editorial on May 4, we presented a plan whereby the undergraduates and graduates could utilize the facilities of the Interhouse Committee in an effort to reduce congestion. The site of these feats was Beckman Auditorium, and their inspiration was the second annual ASCIT Talent Show.

Hosting the event for the second year in a row was the committee institute only the contract. We realize this is not a solution to the problems of the populace, and by its existence, the program of a positive nature within the entire college. The student houses need to move off. The nature of the services performed by volunteers in those programs is clear. Starting with clerical work to recruitment, supervision, tutoring in reading and mathematics, and chop-lung commercials. At any rate, the decision to live in the community that they serve, and not to make up their minds to move to the other side of the War on Poverty should either consolidate the local anti-poverty agency or write directly to the Office of Economic Opportunity, Washington, D.C. A booklet listing all of the programs in detail is available in the Tech office.

The ASCIT Board of Directors feels that the recent recommen-
dation of the Interhouse Committee for creating a temporary House on Undergraduate Houses to make their second year a full year agreement has not given sufficient if any regard to the Student Houses need to three years. This makes them a ser-
ies of ideas against student life, not directed toward a posi-
tive goal.

This change will have an undesirable effect on House life by encouraging many of the students to stay within the House to move off. Perhaps the most unfortunatE' of the above-mentioned measure was directed by Dick Neu, was very accom-
plished a significant faux pas. At any rate, this move has created an air of intellectual dishonesty which is unfortunate that a student group has crowded in a commendable way.
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"He did seem a bit surprised to learn how long he's been paying for my checking account at Security Bank."
Don't make a decision until you have all the input. The Data Systems Division of Litton Industries would like to put the word out to you: UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITIES EXIST NOW FOR GRADUATING ENGINEERS. Get the facts before you take that first step.

The Data Systems Division is a growing member of the worldwide, billion-dollar Litton Industries complex. We're famous for such important military systems as the Marine Tactical Data System (MTDS), the Navy's Airborne Tactical Data System (ATDS), and the CR/ATDS, a carrier-based data processing and display system one-third the size and weight of ATDS. We are also heavily involved in effective systems for undersea warfare and in such related fields as airborne computers, advanced display devices, communication links, power supplies, and test and simulation equipment.

We are offering graduating engineers opportunities in the following specific areas:

- **Circuit Design.** You would design circuits for digital computers and input/output equipments, utilizing integrated circuit technology, thin film technology and discrete components.
- **Logic Design.** You would perform computer systems logic design including development of block diagrams, timing charts, logic equations and definition of the operations of digital subsystems.
- **Data / Reconnaissance Systems.** You would be involved in circuit or systems design assignments of a highly sophisticated nature in airborne data processing configurations, reconnaissance and information storage and retrieval systems.
- **Field Engineering.** You would serve as technical advisor to the customer on the operation, maintenance and training for digital equipment in the field environment.
- **Systems Test Engineering.** You would checkout complex analog and digital subsystems and complete systems in preparation for acceptance testing including some design of logic and wiring.
- **Technical Writing.** You would develop technical manuals for the operation and maintenance of electronic or digital data processing equipment.

Call us collect and let's talk about your engineering future with the Data Systems Division of Litton Industries. Telephone Mr. Les Harrold at (213) 781-8211.

We are an equal opportunity employer M/F.

Litton wants you!